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Abstract: It is important to precisely measure flatness of the optical flats, as many industries use these as reference
standards to ensure the quality of precision measurements and fabricated components. This paper describes identification of
sources of error and measurement uncertainty evaluation for three flat test. Three flat test is used for absolute flatness
measurement of optical flats, with the help of Fizeau interferometer (VerifireXP/D, with phase shift interferometry)
established recently at National Physical Laboratory, India (NPL-I). The absolute profile of reference flat with higher
accuracy can be determined using liquid level reference but liquid flat reference is more difficult to realize practically.
Therefore three flat test is frequently adopted in standard interferometric measurements and traceability of this test can also
be established by using a traceable laser head. This paper describes three flat method in detail along with observations and
evaluation of measurement uncertainty as per ISO GUM is also done. Factors contributing to uncertainty of measurement
of surface flatness have been indentified and detailed evaluation of uncertainty in measurements has been reported here.
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1. Introduction
Flatness measurement of optical surfaces is one of the most
significant tasks of optical measurements [1]. A flat surface
can be described as the ‘‘plane wave front’’, which is one of
the basic components in the treatment of wave-optics [2].
Flatness error is characterized by interferometric method
using a high-quality reference surface of known flatness.
Considering that the reference surface is better than the test
surface and thus all the differences are counted for the test
surface. Therefore, the accuracy of measurement is directly
related to the quality of the reference flat. The p–v flatness of
a surface is maximum minus minimum perpendicular dis-
tance of the surface from the best fit plane. This interfero-
metric method of flatness error measurement is a form of
length measurement in which distances variation between a
test surface and a reference surface is measured at many
locations simultaneously. The phase differences between the
two wavefronts (reflected and transmitted) result in fringe
pattern and that is a direct indication of the form of the
component being tested with respect to the reference optic
[3]. Absolute flatness measurement is an interferometric
method to obtain the flatness of an optical surface inde-
pendent of the flatness of reference flat used in the test. In
this method, three flats in a series of configurations are
measured. Then the flats are rotated and replaced during
measurements in a prescribed order to overcome the error
source from reference flat. The absolute testing is actually
beneficial, when we use a tested flat as a reference surface
during measurements. The data obtained is extremely
accurate and it allows high-accuracy characterization of
other optical surfaces. In usual flatness test the test surface is
compared with the reference surface and flatness measure-
ment can be done with reasonable accuracy, but if errors of
test surface are similar to those of reference surface, then it is
impossible to identify which flat contributes the error. Three
flat test eliminates the reference flat caused errors [4]. Thus
3-flat method is ideal for calibrating master flats because it
gives an ‘‘absolute’’ calibration. No master values are,
needed and the process is relatively free of systematic errors.
The measurement scheme is such that the bending profiles
are removed leaving only the free form profiles. The more
commonly used masters are recalibrated by this method
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occasionally to check on their stability [5]. In present work,
we describe uncertainty in measurement for three flat test,
done by using a Fizeau interferometer with phase sensitive
detection capability. For Fizeau interferometer the mea-
surement uncertainty depends on two major kinds of sour-
ces. One is uncertainty due to inteferometric measurements,
which involves phase shift errors, environmental conditions
and camera non linearity [6]. The other source is the
uncertainty due to reference flat. To minimize the uncer-
tainty due to reference flat, it is very important to know the
absolute profile of reference flat and thus three flat test is
conducted [7].
2. Fizeaue Interferometer with Phase Sensitive
Detection Capability
A Fizeau interferometer with phase-shifting capability has
been established at NPL India. Schematic diagram of Fi-
zeau interferometer is shown in Fig. 1 [8, 9].
This flatness measuring interferometer works on the
principle of Fizeau interferometer and the technique used is
Phase shift interferometry [8]. In phase shift interferometry,
piezoelectric transducers are used to move the transmission
element forward and backward, causing constant phase
variations between the reference wave front WR(-x, y) and
the measurement wave front WT(x, y). The phase estimation
process in PSI require a sequence of interference images
(N) C 3, each having a different phase offset a. Each
interference image is called a frame. The intensity of inter-
ference image in the two- beam approximation is given by
I ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh þ aÞ ð1Þ
where I is the fringe visibility, A and B are the intensities of
two beams, h is the original phase difference between the
two beams in the interferometer, and a is the additional
phase step introduced by PZT.
The objective of surface profiling PSI is to measure the
reflecting wave-front phase h. PSI algorithm uses even
measurements of the intensities I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, I7 cor-
responding to additional phase steps of -3a, -2a, -a, 0,
3a, 2a, a is used [9]. We can write the intensity equations at
each pixel as
I1 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh  3aÞ
I2 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh  2aÞ
I3 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh  aÞ
I4 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðhÞ
I5 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh þ aÞ
I6 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh þ 2aÞ
I7 ¼ A þ B þ 2ðABÞ1=2cosðh þ 3aÞ
These equations yields the result for calculating phase h
as
h ¼ tan  7 I3  I5ð Þ þ I1  I7ð Þ½ = 8I4  4 I2 þ I6ð Þ½ f g
ð2Þ
This method is being employed to drive flatness with
traceability to wavelength. Laser, whose wavelength is
traceable to SI unit Metre, serves as the length scale for the
distance measurements.
In a Fizeau interferometer, two flats are kept facing each
other and forming a cavity. The Interference fringe pattern
measures the optical path difference (OPD) of the cavity,
and thus the flatness. If the peak deviation is a and the
fringe spacing is b, then estimate a/b visually (Fig. 2). The
flatness error is (a/b) 9 (k/2).
The light source is a low-power, helium–neon laser. The
laser beam is expanded to a four inch (or six inch) diameter
and exits the interferometer through the aperture (Fig. 3).
A transmission element or reference surface SR(x, y),
mounted in front of the aperture, reflects some of the laser
light back into the interferometer, thus creating a reference
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wavefront WR(-x, y). The remainder of the laser light
passes through the transmission element to the test surface
ST(x, y) and is referred to as the measurement wavefront
WT(x, y). When performing surface quality tests (Flatness
error), the measurement wavefront WT(x, y) reflects back to
the interferometer from the test surface and recombined
with the reference wavefront WR(-x, y) and the two
wavefronts interfere with each other. The phase differences
between the two wavefronts result in an image of light and
dark fringes that is a direct indication of the flatness error
of the test and reference surface [10–12]. The interference
pattern is converted to electrical signals by a video camera
enabling software acquisition and analysis. In the coordi-
nate system of the interferometer, the combined wavefront
W(x, y) is
Wðx; yÞ ¼ WRðx; yÞþWTðx; yÞ ð3Þ
In Fizaeu interferometer, the flatness of the surface S(x, y)
is half of the wavefront error W(x, y):
Sðx; yÞ ¼ 1
2
Wðx; yÞ ð4Þ
During a data acquisition sequence, the computer takes
several ‘‘snapshots’’ of the interference pattern using CCD
(Fig. 4), while introducing constant phase shift between the
reference wave front WR(-x, y) and the measurement wave
front WT(x, y). These snapshots are processed by the
computer to determine the phase of the wavefront at each
point.
The experimental procedure of three flat test consists of
the measurement of one surface for each of the 3 flats. The
surfaces to be measured in each sample are labeled as A, B
and C (Fig. 5). Each surface is measured against the other
two in prescribed measurement sequence and one of the
samples is rotated 180 degrees and the measurements are
taken [13]. The first three measurements provide absolute
results along the vertical diameter. The fourth measure-
ment with rotation facilitates to provide results along the
horizontal diameter. The results of the three measurements
which have the same form as Eq. 1 can be written in a
matrix equation as [14]
WAþBðx; yÞ
WAþCðx; yÞ
WBþCðx; yÞ
0
@
1
A ¼
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0
@
1
A
WAðx; yÞ
WBðx; yÞ
WB x; yð Þ
WC x; yð Þ
0
BB@
1
CCA ð5Þ
WA, WB, WC are the wave fronts reflected by the three
flats and WA?B, WA?C, W B?C are the measurements of the
combined wave front errors.
Equation 4 can be split into invariant component I(x, y)
and the variant component V(x, y). I(x, y) = (I(-x, y) under
reflection and V(x, y) contributes to the uncertainty in
measurements [15].
Wðx; yÞ ¼ Iðx; yÞ þ Vðx; yÞ ð6Þ
So the matrix equations for absolute surface data of
three flats A, B and C is reduced to [16].
a b
Fig. 2 Flatness measurement using conventional Fizeau
interferometer
Interferometer Reference 
flat
Flat under 
test
Fig. 3 Setup for flatness
measurement Zygo
VerifireXP/D
Fig. 4 Flatness measurements done by Zygo VerifireXP/D
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WAðx; yÞ
WBðx; yÞ
WCðx; yÞ
0
B@
1
CA ¼ 1
2
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
0
B@
1
CA
WAþBðx; yÞ
WAþCðx; yÞ
WBþCðx; yÞ
0
B@
1
CA ð7Þ
Equation resulting due to variant component which
contributes the uncertainty in measurement and invariant
component is as follows
3. Experiment
Three Flat Application is used to measure the absolute
flatness error of a flat with respect to a reference flat, with a
precision of, or better than, 1/100th of a wavelength. Three
flat testing requires two transmission flats, a test flat, and a
2-axis mount (Fig. 5). Three series of measurements pro-
vide coincident data over a vertical diameter; four
measurements provide coincident data also over the hori-
zontal diameter [13].
While conducting experiment, it is to make sure that
second surface of each sample should not be very par-
allel to the first surface to avoid the interference pattern
between these surfaces. Alignment of the surfaces is
done by adjusting the mechanical mounts on which the
flats are mounted. Electronic filters are used to remove
tilt and piston. After obtaining the fringe pattern the
fringe nulling is done and measurements are taken
(Fig. 6). The experimental procedure consists of the
measurement of A ? B, A ? C, B ? C and (BR ? C)
and the measurements are recorded [16, 17]. To ensure
that same area of surfaces is taken for measurements
masking is done by using mask editor (X pos: 491.5 pix
and Y pos: 491.5 pix) (Fig. 7).
Measurement 1A+B 
Flat A Flat B
Flat A Flat C Flat A Flat B
Flat A Flat B
Measurement 2 A+C Measurement 3 B+C Measurement 4 BR+C 
Interferometer
Fig. 5 Setup for Three flat test
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WBðx; yÞ
WCðx; yÞ
0
@
1
A ¼ 1
2
1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2
0
@
1
A
WAþBðx; yÞ
WAþCðx; yÞ
WBþCðx; yÞ
dAþBðx; yÞ
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ð8Þ
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4. Result and discussions
The environmental conditions during measurement were
Start: temperature 20.3 C and relative humidity 52.6 %
End: temperature 20.27 C and relative humidity
50.7 %
Three flats taken for measurements were zygo dynaflect
with diameter 102 mm (A), zygo transmission flat with
diameter 102 mm( B) and one test optical flat with diam-
eter 152 mm (C). Five set of observations (Table 1) were
taken to test the absolute flatness of test flat (C).
The software uses the following equations to find out the
absolute surface flatness data along both the diameters
(horizontal and vertical)
Flat A ¼ A þ Bð Þ þ A þ Cð Þ  B þ Cð Þ½ =2
Flat B ¼ A þ Bð Þ þ B þ Cð Þ  A þ Cð Þ½ =2
Flat C ¼ A þ Cð Þ þ B þ Cð Þ  A þ Bð Þ½ =2
9>=
>;
ð9Þ
Further uncertainty evaluation is done for three flat test.
The error E in flatness measurement (W) can be evaluated
from the model function given below [18–20]:
E ¼ Wm  Wa þ dWlaser þ dWAir þ dWT þ dWM þ dWF
þ dWPD
ð10Þ
Wm = Flatness measured, Wa = Actual flatness,
dWlaser = correction due to effect of environmental con-
dition on laser wavelength, dWAir = correction due to air
turbulence, dWT = correction due temperature effects,
dWM = correction due to mechanical mounting,
Fig. 6 Three flat test done by Zygo VerifireXP/D
Fig. 7 Vertical and horizontal profiles of the test flat
Table 1 Result of
measurements of three flat test
S. No. C, PV (k) C, PV (nm)
Vertical profile Horizontal profile Vertical profile Horizontal profile
1 0.038 0.055 24.04 34.8
2 0.034 0.048 21.52 30.37
3 0.042 0.049 26.58 31.01
4 0.040 0.046 25.31 29.11
5 0.044 0.051 27.84 32.27
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dWF = correction due to transmission flat form(depends on
flat used), dWPD = correction due to fringe resolution.
Uncertainty budget for absolute flatness measurement is
given in Table 2.
5. Conclusions
Absolute flatness testing is an interferometric method for
testing the surface flatness of flats, independent of the
reference flat used in test. We can utilize actual benefit of
absolute testing when we use a tested flat as a reference
surface during subsequent measurements and we have done
the same by using a standard 102 mm reference flat of
known flatness. This way we can get very accurate surface
data resulting into high-accuracy characterization of other
optical surfaces. Every measurement is desired to be
repeatable, for lower measurement uncertainty. The eval-
uation of uncertainty is done keeping in view all evident
factors. The expanded uncertainty comes out to be 26 nm
at k = 2. This work can be extended in future to reduce
measurement uncertainty by working on above parameters
and also identifying more parameters contributing towards
measurement uncertainty.
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